
In a jury verdict issued on
March 4, 2010, a federal
jury in Philadelphia held
four staffers of the
Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection
(PADEP) personally liable
for a total of $6.5 million

for violating Section 1983 of the Civil
Rights Act and intentionally interfering
with prospective contractual relations
under Pennsylvania law.The case has broad
and far-reaching implications for
developers regulated by PADEP, county
conservation districts, municipalities and
others exercising permitting and
enforcement authority.

The case is MFS, Inc. v.Thomas A. DiLazaro,
et al. The plaintiff in the case,MFS, had
owned and operated a mineral wood
manufacturing facility in Bethlehem.The
defendants in the case, four PADEP staffers
in the Northeast Regional Office in
Wilkes-Barre, includedThomas DiLazaro
(the former regional air program manager),
Sean Robbins (a current assistant regional
counsel),MarkWejkszner (the current
regional air program manager) and Mike
Bedrin (the current regional director).The
underlying facts were reported in an
August 3, 2009,Order and Opinion issued
by Federal Judge Joel Slomsky in Civil
Action No. 08-2508. In November 2001,
there were allegations of malodors in the
area of the MFS facility.A Field
Enforcement Order was issued on January
24, 2003, at 5 p.m. on a Friday evening and
required a response from MFS by the next
business day. On January 28, 2003,MFS
began phoning its local state legislators
complaining about the actions of the
PADEP staff. On February 21, 2003, a local

state representative sent a letter to PADEP
expressing concern about the Department's
actions. On February 24, 2003,MFS
appealed the Field Enforcement Order to
the Environmental Hearing Board. During
a telephone conference on the appeal,
Judge Krancer questioned Sean Robbins
about issuing the Order at 5 p.m. on a
Friday. He stated that such actions
evidenced hostility; he cautioned Robbins
he should not take similar actions in the
future; and he stated the regional air
program staff were acting like "little
children."

Soon after MFS complained to its local
legislator, PADEP began issuing NOVs to
MFS. Between February 5, 2003, and
February 24, 2004,MFS received 13
NOVs, 10 of which were based on a single
complainant (even though PADEP policy
required three residences to complain
simultaneously before an NOV could be
issued).MFS alleged in its suit that the
series of NOVs were in retaliation for MFS
exercising its First Amendment rights and
petitioning the government for redress of
its grievances.The operations manager for
MFS alleged that DiLazaro said in a
meeting that he was "pissed off" at MFS
for "going over his head," and he made
that point by pounding a table with his fist.
MFS complained that PADEP was aware of
other potential sources of malodors in the
area, including a local sewage treatment
plant, but it only took enforcement action
against MFS.MFS ultimately ceased
operations as a result of its inability to
obtain aTitleV permit.The company
needed to use an alternative testing
method. It was able to get a consent decree
with the U.S. EPA, but PADEP filed
objections.The company asserted in its suit

that PADEP was unfairly prejudicing the
company and preventing its reopening (it
had shut down without the permit in
2006) or sale.The company asked for and
was given a meeting with the DEP
Secretary on December 17, 2007.
Subsequent to that meeting, the facility got
a draft TitleV permit from PADEP with 91
conditions. It objected to two of the
conditions.MFS complained that one
condition allowed PADEP to shut down
the facility without due process. It also
argued that another condition was
inconsistent with the Consent Decree with
EPA. In March 2008, without a resolution
on its permit issues,MFS sold its
machinery, liquidated its assets and brought
suit against the four employees under
Section 1983 of the Civil Rights Act and
Pennsylvania common law.

Despite motions filed on behalf of the four
employees by PADEP and the attorney
general's office, the case was allowed to go
to the jury, and the jury returned a verdict
finding that the four named PADEP
employees (1) violated MFS' right to not
be retaliated against for exercising its First
Amendment rights; (2) violated MFS' right
to due process; (3) violated equal
protection by treating MFS differently than
similarly situated corporations; and (4)
intentionally interfered with a contractual
or prospective contractual relationship.
Most importantly, the jury found that each
of the four PADEP employees acted
outside the scope of his employment. In
finding that the employees acted outside
the scope of their employment, the
protection generally accorded by the
doctrine of sovereign immunity or
qualified governmental immunity was
removed. In the end, the jury awarded
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MFS $6.5 million and imposed personal
liability on the four PADEP employees as
follows: $2.6 million owed by DiLazaro,
$1,625,000 owed by Bedrin, $1,625,000
owed by Robbins and $650,000 owed by
Wejkszner.

The jury verdict surprised many veteran
observers of PADEP. First, it is unusual that
a jury would find that state employees
acted outside the scope of their
employment when the actions complained
of included issuing NOVs and writing
permits, which are generally viewed as part
of a PADEP employee's routine duties.
Nevertheless, the lifting of sovereign
immunity has now exposed all PADEP
employees to the potential threat of
litigation and damages.

Since the verdict was announced, at least
one other complaint has been filed in
Philadelphia against three other PADEP
employees in the water quality program in
the South Central Office in Harrisburg,
also for alleged violations of civil rights and
improper enforcement.The door has been
opened and some are now walking in to
the courthouse.The implications of the
jury verdict, however, do not end with
PADEP.

At all levels of government, developers and
companies often complain about unfair
treatment or decisions that are arbitrary,
unfair, inconsistent or based more on
personal grudges than the law. In the MFS
case, the PADEP air manager got himself
into trouble by pounding the table during
a meeting and complaining about the
company going to its elected officials to

make an end run around him.What
developer has not found itself on the
receiving end of a tirade or chewing out,
where the regulatory official acts with no
fear of being held accountable for his or
her actions? It happens far too often.

This verdict has implications far beyond
PADEP.The same logic can be applied to
any Commonwealth, county or municipal
body with permitting and enforcement
authority. I have had lots of clients
complain about permit writers or
inspectors from any number of county
conservation districts. Could those
inspectors or permit writers potentially
find themselves as defendants in a civil
rights suit if they take action to shut down
a job site or repeatedly issue NOVs, actions
perceived as harassing the developer? In the
past, if a client complained about unfair
treatment, I might try to resolve it through
cooperation and negotiation with the
agency.Now, I would expect some clients
to want to drop the nuclear bomb by filing
a civil rights complaint, and the MFS jury
verdict would appear to provide the
ammunition for doing that.

Motions are now pending before the judge
to overturn the jury verdict. I am told
PADEP feels very strongly that the judge
made an error in allowing the case to go to
the jury and not finding ahead of time that
sovereign immunity or qualified immunity
barred any damages. Regardless of what
happens on the post-trial motions or on
appeal, there is now a fear of prosecution
permeating the Department. I am told the
jury verdict has made some inspectors gun

shy and caused PADEP attorneys to
reconsider language routinely used in
consent orders. It is only natural to think
that some PADEP employees will change
their behavior, knowing that a regulated
entity can file a civil rights claim if it takes
exception to the manner in which it is
treated.

One other thing to think about when
considering the implications of the MFS
jury verdict:Morale at PADEP is already
rock bottom because of budget cuts; freezes
on pay, hiring and travel; and lack of
training budgets. Recent PADEP staff
reductions have left some permit writing
program offices short of the staff
complement necessary to get permits out
the door on a timely basis. If PADEP
employees operate in fear of civil rights
actions and crushing personal liability, that
could lead to a further slowdown in permit
issuance, which will only adversely impact
Pennsylvania businesses that need those
permits to operate, expand and increase
employment.Also, a slowdown in
enforcement matters, where enforcement is
fully warranted, may serve to create an
unlevel playing field where companies that
scrupulously comply with the law are at a
disadvantage to competitors that cut
corners and try to get away with things
that would ordinarily subject those
competitors to violation notices and civil
penalties.

For more information, please contact
M. Joel Bolstein at 215.918.3555 or
jbolstein@foxrothschild.com.
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Case Summary
BPG Real Estate Investors-Straw Party II, L.P. v. Bd. of Supervisors of Newtown Twp., et al., 2010 Pa. Commw. LEXIS 111 (Pa.
Commw. 2010)

By Robert W. Gundlach, Jr.
A recent Commonwealth
Court decision may limit a
trial court’s authority to
approve settlement
agreements resolving land
use proceedings if not
structured properly by the

parties thereto. In BPG Real Estate Investors-
Straw Party II, L.P., the Commonwealth

Court invalidated the trial court’s approval
of a settlement agreement involving
multiple properties, some of which had not
been involved in the appealed from
conditional use decision rendered by the
governing body.

In BPG Real Estate Investors-Straw Party II,
L.P., protestants appealed the trial court’s
approval of a settlement agreement

between several developers and the
municipality for a large mixed-use project
involving multiple properties.The
settlement agreement provided for the
development of a 51-acre property that was
the subject of both a land use appeal and a
mandamus action seeking to invalidate
conditions attached to the grant of a
conditional use application.The settlement
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agreement also provided for the
development of adjoining property owned
by other related property owners.

The Commonwealth Court invalidated the
settlement agreement on the basis that the
trial court lacked authority to approve the
development of properties beyond those
involved in the underlying conditional use
decision.The court found that in approving
the settlement agreement, which provided
for the development of properties owned
by non-parties, the trial court had
exceeded its scope of review pursuant to
Sections 1001-A and 1006-A(a) of the
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code
(the MPC), 53 P.S. §§ 11001-A, 11006-
A(a).

Specifically, Section 1001-A of the MPC
gives the Common Pleas Court exclusive
jurisdiction over appeals of any decision
rendered pursuant to Article IX of the

MPC, or deemed to have been made
thereunder. Further, Section 1006-A of the
MPC provides that “the court shall have
the power to … set aside or modify any
action, decision or order of the governing
body … of the municipality brought up on
appeal.”The court found that both of these
sections of the MPC limit a trial court’s
authority in land use appeals to matters
decided by the municipal body and
described in the notice of appeal.

Here, the land use appeal was based on a
challenge to conditions attached to the
grant of conditional use approval.
Therefore, the trial court’s scope of review
was limited to the board’s handling of the
conditional use application.As such, in
approving a settlement agreement allowing
for development of properties not involved
in the appealed from conditional use
decision, the trial court exceeded the scope

of the decision rendered by the governing
body, and, therefore, exceeded its statutory
scope of review.

In sum, the court reversed the trial court’s
order to the extent that it approved
development beyond the 51-acre tract at
issue in the underlying conditional use
decision and remanded the matter for
consideration of whether to approve the
remainder of the settlement agreement.
On the other hand, the case does contain
some good authority for the court’s ability
to approve a settlement agreement over the
objection of party protestants. In this
author’s opinion, settlement agreements are
still a viable option to resolve land use
disputes, subject to compliance with
reasonable notice requirements.

For more information, please contact
RobertW.Gundlach, Jr. at 215.918.3636 or
rgundlach@foxrothschild.com.
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Lessons Learned From Recent Decision on Lease Guaranties
by Lauren W. Taylor

A recent NewYork Supreme
Court decision in which the
court let the guarantor of a
lease off the hook serves as a
reminder of the importance
of carefully drafting lease
guaranties so they will apply

to all changes made to the original lease.

In Lo-Ho v. Batista, 881 N.Y.S.2d 33 (A.D. 1
Dept. 2009), a landlord and tenant entered
into a commercial lease in which the tenant’s
obligations were personally guaranteed by
the tenant’s cousin.The guaranty provided
that the guaranty would “remain and
continue in full force and effect as to any
renewal, change or extension of the Lease.”
However,while the guaranty covered “any
renewal, change or extension of the Lease,”
the lease itself did not provide for renewal or
extension and stated that any holdover
would result in an increase in rent but would
not itself renew the lease.

When the lease expired, the tenant held
over. Thereafter, the landlord and tenant

entered into another lease agreement
designated as an “Extension of Lease.”The
extension of lease provided for a substantial
increase in rent and real estate tax payments
by the tenant as compared to the original
lease.When the tenant defaulted under the
extension of lease, the landlord sought to
enforce the guaranty.

The NewYork Supreme Court held that the
guaranty did not apply to the extension of
lease because its terms were too different
from the original lease for it to be considered
a mere modification or extension. Further,
the court found that the new terms and
conditions of the extension of lease meant
that it was not the type of extension
contemplated by the guaranty.According to
the court, the increased rent would have
substantially changed the guarantor’s
obligations, and such changes would have
required the consent of the guarantor to
bind the guarantor by the extension.Thus,
the court concluded that the original lease
had expired and, since it did not provide for

renewal, the extension of lease was actually a
completely new lease that was not covered
by the terms of the guaranty.

The lesson from this is clear. First, guaranties
should be carefully drafted so the guarantor
is responsible not only for the original term
of the lease but also for any renewal,
modification or extension of the term of the
lease, even when the rental obligations will
be increased and even though the changes to
the lease will materially increase the risk of
the guarantor. Second,while many lease
guaranties contain standard waivers of the
guarantor’s right to consent to or to receive
notice of extensions, amendments and other
modifications, landlords should try to obtain
the guarantor’s consent to any such
extensions, amendments or modifications.

For more information, please contact
LaurenW. Taylor at 215.918.3625 or
lwtaylor@foxrothschild.com
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For more than 20 years,
developers and builders
have used the
condominium form of
ownership to avoid
subdivision approval under
the Pennsylvania
Municipalities Planning

Code (MPC).The Pennsylvania Supreme
Court’s recent decision in Frank N. Shaffer
Family Limited Partnership, et al v. Zoning
Hearing Board of Chanceford Township, et al,
989 A.2d 5 (Pa. 2010), has raised the
question of whether this strategy is
permitted.

In Shaffer, the Frank N. Shaffer Family
Limited Partnership (the Partnership)
owned 25 acres of vacant land in
ChancefordTownship,York County.The
Partnership submitted the property to the
planned community form of ownership
under the Pennsylvania Uniform Planned
Community Act (UPCA).The declaration
plat recorded with the county created three
units on the property, which were shown
on the plat as three separate parcels of
property (i.e., Unit 1, Unit A and
Common Open Space). Subsequently, the
Partnership, as the declarant, conveyed one
of the units to a third party.

The township issued an enforcement
notice based upon the Partnership’s failure
to submit subdivision and land
development plans, arguing that they
created an unlawful subdivision of the
property when it created the three units in
the planned community.The township
stated that the creation of a planned
community falls within the definition of
land development under its Subdivision
Land Development Ordinance.The
township went on further to state that the
creation of the planned community itself
does not constitute a subdivision, but that
the subsequent transfer of the unit
constitutes a subdivision. In affirming the
enforcement notice, the zoning hearing
board determined that:

The filing of the Declaration and the
plat divided the land into three
“units”….These three units of land
did not exist as separate “units” prior

to the filing of the Declaration and
plat. It is … unquestionable that the
filing of the Declaration constituted a
division or change in lot lines relative
to the 25 acres, and this is a
“subdivision” and “land development”
within the purview of the definition
of the MPC and the Chanceford
SALDO.

The Partnership appealed the zoning
hearing board’s decision, which was upheld
by the Court of Common Pleas of York
County and the Commonwealth Court of
Pennsylvania. In affirming the enforcement
notice, the Commonwealth Court
specifically stated that:

“The Partnership’s division of the
Property into three units and
subsequent conveyance of a unit
withoutTownship approval
established unlawful subdivision and
land development under the SALDO,
which required the Partnership to
submit a final plan for subdivision or
land development to theTownship.A
subdivision is defined as ‘the division
or redivision of a lot, tract or parcel of
land by any means into two or more
lots … including changes to existing
lot lines.’ Section 303 of the SALDO.
A land development is defined as the
“division or allocation of land or
space … for the purposes of streets,
common areas, leaseholds,
condominiums … as well as ‘a
subdivision of land’. Id. It is
undisputed that the Partnership
divided or allocated a twenty-five
acre parcel into planned community
units, either as land or space, and the
conveyed a unit to the Shaffers
withoutTownship approval. These
actions unquestionably fall within the
meaning of subdivision and land
development under Section 303.”

On appeal, the Supreme Court affirmed
the decision of the Commonwealth Court.

Since the Commonwealth Court’s decision
in Shaffer, many questions have been raised
by developers, municipalities and lawyers as
to whether this case also applies to
condominiums.The Pennsylvania Uniform

Condominium Act was a model for the
Pennsylvania Uniform Planned
Community Act and, therefore, the two
Acts are nearly identical.As such, planned
communities and condominiums are
treated similarly.

However, in June 2009, the
Commonwealth Court made a different
determination as to whether
condominiums require subdivision
approvals. See Cunius v. Bd. Of Assessment
Appeals of Chester County, 976 A.2d 635
(Pa. Cmwlth. 2009). In Cunius, two
individuals owned a piece of property as
tenants-in-common.The property was
approximately 2.1 acres in size with an
apartment building constructed on it.The
owners submitted the property to the
condominium form of ownership under
the Pennsylvania Uniform Condominium
Act and created two units. Subsequently,
each unit was conveyed to each owner
separately.The case arises from a tax
assessment appeal; however, those facts are
not relevant to this subject matter and,
therefore, are not discussed herein.What is
important to note is that the
Commonwealth Court, after its decision in
Shaffer, specifically stated in its decision in
Cunius the following:

“the creation of or conversion to a
condominium does not constitute a
subdivision of property for purposes
of the application and approval
process set forth in the MPC, it does
constitute a division of land for
purposes of whether a new
assessment is permitted.”

Id. 976 A.2d at 641.As a result, although
planned communities and condominiums
are often treated the same, the
Commonwealth Court appears to make a
distinction between the two regarding the
requirement to obtain subdivision approval
under the MPC.Our firm has been
successful in assisting developers in creating
condominiums without having to comply
with subdivision requirements.

For more information, please contact
Carrie B.Nase at 215.299.2030 or
cnase@foxrothschild.com.
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Condominiums: To Subdivide or Not Subdivide
By Carrie B. Nase
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PA's Climate Change Committee Continues Work
By Carrie B. Nase
As a result of the Climate ChangeAdvisory
Committee's recommendation and the state
Department of Environmental Protection's
commitment to address climate change
adaptation, the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania is beginning the planning
process for the development of adaptation
strategies.A public kick-off meeting was held
on March 24, 2010, to discuss how to better
understand the challenges resulting from
climate impacts.

Committee participants are separating into
various work groups to focus on specific

areas of impact, namely, natural resources,
infrastructure, tourism/outdoor activities and
public health.Their goal is to prepare white
papers for each respective group by the end
of 2010.

Pennsylvania is responsible for one percent
of the planet's man-made greenhouse gas
emissions.The Climate ChangeAct (Act
70)—signed into law on July 9, 2008—
included a number of goals, including the
preparation of an action plan detailing
measures Pennsylvania could take to reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases.

Prior to the publication of the Action Plan,
the Pennsylvania Climate Impacts
Assessment Report was published in June
2009.The report presented an assessment of
the impacts of projected global climate
change for Pennsylvania, including climate,
human health, the economy and
management of economic risk, forests,
wildlife, fisheries, recreation, agriculture and
tourism.

For more information, please contact
Carrie B.Nase at 215.299.2030 or
cnase@foxrothschild.com.

Chester County Completing Phase I of Countywide Stormwater Plan
By Robert W. Gundlach, Jr.

OnApril 6, 2010,Chester County'sWater
Resource Authority (CCWRA) held an
informational meeting for its 73
municipalities on theAuthority's efforts to
create a countywide Act 167 plan for
stormwater management.Act 167, enacted
by the Pennsylvania legislature in 1978,
requires stormwater plans to be established in
each of Pennsylvania's watersheds, and
subsequently, each affected municipality to
amend its ordinances to reflect the plan. In
recent years, the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection has permitted the
creation of countywide plans in lieu of the
watershed-by-watershed approach.
CCWRA intends to adopt its much-

acclaimed planning document, "Watersheds,"
with updated stormwater provisions, as its
Act 167 plan.

CCWRA began the process of developing a
countywide plan in 2008 and has conducted
ongoing planning and informational
meetings.However, the state grant funding
the county's preliminary efforts expires at the
end of June, so the CCWRA intends to
complete its initial assessment and
exploration of the county's stormwater needs
by June 30, 2010.

To aid in this effort, all municipalities have
been invited to review and comment on an
exhaustive list of stormwater provisions

pulled from various model ordinances.While
CCWRA has not begun to develop a list of
required and recommended practices, clearly,
the first step is to assess what the
municipalities deem necessary and
appropriate.

While CCWRA hopes to complete the
assessment phase by June 30, funding to
proceed much beyond those efforts, and into
developing a final stormwater plan, hinges on
whether adequate funding will exist.

For more information, please contact
RobertW.Gundlach, Jr. at 215.918.3636 or
rgundlach@foxrothschild.com.

Not So Much “Green” for the Greens
By Robert W. Gundlach, Jr.
Pennsylvania's environmental programs took
some pretty hard financial hits this March.
Gov.Rendell's proposed budget for 2010-11
was approved by the House of
Representatives.And, the General Fund
budget locks in previous years' funding
reductions to "green" departments.The
Department of Environmental Protection
budget has locked in a 26 percent cut, and
the Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources budget locked in an 18
percent cut from last year—and proposes to
cut even a little deeper.

This translates into a total of $321 million in
cuts for the two departments over the last

two budgets.DEP programs seeing even
more paring of resources this year include
personnel line items, sewage facilities
planning grants, sewage facilities
enforcement grants, stormwater
management, conservation districts and
others.

Piling on the bad news, the Joint Legislative
Budget and Finance Committee released a
report in March detailing its review of
Growing Green II finances.The study
confirms that nearly all of the $625 million
in bond funds has either been spent or
committed to projects.Debt service on
Growing Green II bonds is paid from the

Environmental Stewardship Fund.And as
debt service payments increase from $30
million to $50 million a year, funding for
green projects will be dramatically
constricted. In fact, the Environmental
Stewardship Fund receives about $65 million
a year from landfill fees.After Growing
Green II debt payments, only about $15
million will be left to subsidize
environmental projects.

For more information, please contact
RobertW.Gundlach, Jr. at 215.918.3636 or
rgundlach@foxrothschild.com.
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Kilmer et al v. Elexco Land
Services, LLC and Southwest
Energy Production Company
In the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania,Middle
District, (J-78-2009)

This most recent
Pennsylvania Supreme Court case of first
impression, decided March 24, 2010,
concerns the proper construction of the
term “royalty” as it is used in the
Guaranteed Minimum Royalty Act
(GMRA), 53 P.S. § 33.The GMRA
governs leases in Pennsylvania between
landowners and gas companies seeking to
drill natural gas wells. Recognizing that
more than 70 lawsuits were on hold
pending the appellate review of this case,
the court exercised its extraordinary
jurisdiction to hear and speedily decide the
case.

This case involved landowners’ suit seeking
to invalidate their lease because the lease
terms allegedly violated the one-eighth
royalty requirement of the GMRA. In this
case, the lease calculated the royalty as one-
eighth the sale price minus one-eighth of
the post-production costs of bringing the
gas to market, which is sometimes called
the “net-back method.”

Section 33 of GMRA states:

A lease or other such agreement
conveying the right to remove or
recover oil, natural gas or gas of any
other designation from lessor to lessee
shall not be valid if such lease does not
guarantee the lessor at least one-eighth
royalty of all oil, natural gas or gas of
other designations removed or

recovered from the subject real
property.

53 P.S. § 33.

The landowners here argued that GMRA
does not provide for the “net-back”
method of calculating the one-eighth
royalty, arguing that the price should be
determined at the “point of sale” rather
than at the wellhead regardless of the cost
to get the product from the wellhead to
the point of sale.

The gas companies maintained that the
royalty should be paid under § 33 of
GMRA“for all gas … removed or
recovered from the subject property,” and
therefore the point of reference should be
the moment it is removed from the ground
at the wellhead.They further argued that at
the time GMRA was enacted, the natural
gas industry used the wellhead as the point
of royalty measurement.

The court found that “although the plain
language of the GMRA clearly provides
that the lessor must receive a one-eighth
royalty, it is silent regarding the definition
of royalty and the method of calculating
the royalty.” [J-78-2009]-15.The court
reasoned that at the time GMRA was
enacted, virtually all royalties were
calculated at the wellhead, which was also
the point of sale.The court went on to
define the term royalty consistent with the
definition in the industry as “the
landowner’s share of production, free of
expenses of production” but also stated that
“expenses of production” relate to the cost
of drilling the well and getting the product
to the surface, but do not encompass the
costs of getting the product from the

wellhead to the point of sale as these are
“post-production costs.” [ J-78-2009]-16.
Thus, the court held that GMRA
permitted the calculation of royalties at the
wellhead as provided by the “net-back”
method as contained in the lease in
question.

It should be noted to our readers that the
lease sought to be invalidated here was an
older lease that had not been negotiated
during the time that the gas industry has
decided to offer landowners much more
lucrative contracts in seeking to cash in on
the Marcellus Shale formation, which is
estimated to contain enough gas to supply
the entire gas needs of the United States
for the next 14 years. I now commonly
negotiate 20 percent royalty for my clients
with all post-production costs excluded, so
the landowner now receives royalty based
not on the “net-back”method but rather
on the gross revenue at the point of sale.

It is highly advised that any landowner
being presented with an oil and gas lease
have counsel knowledgeable in this area of
law review the lease for these and many
other issues that may arise in this context.
The gas companies are still suggesting
leases with lower net-back royalty
arrangements and other onerous provisions
that can be renegotiated in the landowner’s
favor by competent counsel.

For more information, please contact
Herbert K. Sudfeld, Jr. at 215.918.3570 or
hsudfeld@foxrothschild.com.Mr. Sudfeld
has more than 30 years of experience
negotiating oil and gas leases in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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Oil and Gas “Royalty” Case Note
By Herbert K. Sudfeld, Jr

PECO's New Residential Construction Process

Click here for an important notice regarding a change, effective May 1, 2010, in PECO's New Residential Construction operation.

http://www.foxrothschild.com/uploadedFiles/newspublications/Gundlach_PECO.pdf
http://www.foxrothschild.com/attorneys/bioDisplay.aspx?id=4068
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Case Summary
HHI Trucking & Supply, Inc. v. Borough Council of the Borough of Oakmont, 2010 Pa. Commw. LEXIS 110 (Pa. Commw. 2010)

By Clair E. Wischusen

In HHI Trucking & Supply,
Inc. v. Borough Council of the
Borough of Oakmont, the
Commonwealth Court
affirmed the decision of the
trial court setting aside 14
of 33 conditions imposed

by a borough council in connection with
the grant of conditional use approval. In so
affirming, the court provided several
examples of what constitutes an
unreasonable condition in connection with
the grant of a conditional use.

In HHI Trucking & Supply, Inc. v. Borough
Council of the Borough of Oakmont, the
applicant sought approval of a ready-mix
concrete plant on a 3.2-acre plot in the
industrial district where concrete plants
were permitted by conditional use.The
borough granted the application subject to
33 conditions, which, among other things:

(1) Limited the hours of operation;

(2) Limited the hours of deliveries;

(3) Limited the delivery of cement to one
time a week;

(4) Limited truck idling on the property;

(5) Required annual air quality studies;

(6) Required the applicant to widen the
entire road;

(7) Imposed mandatory wet down of
materials on “dry days;” and

(8) Required the applicant to reimburse
the borough for traffic engineer review
fees and inspection costs.

The applicant appealed the conditions,
arguing that they were unreasonable and
effectively prohibited the applicant from
building and operating its proposed plant.
The trial court affirmed the approval of the
application but voided 14 of the
conditions, concluding that these
conditions lacked any support in the
record.

The Commonwealth Court affirmed the
decision of the trial court.The court found
that a municipality may attach conditions
to conditional use approval, but that
pursuant to Section 913.2(a) of the
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code
(MPC), those conditions must be
reasonable:

In granting a conditional use, the
governing body may attach such
reasonable conditions and safeguards, in
addition to those expressed in the
ordinance, as it may deem necessary to
implement the purposes of this act in
the zoning ordinance.

53 P.S. § 10913.2(a) (emphasis added).
Reasonable conditions are those that
advance a valid zoning interest and are
supported by evidence of record.A
municipality abuses its discretion when it
imposes a condition without supporting
evidence in the record. Further, a
reasonable condition is one that relates to a
standard adopted in the applicable zoning
ordinance.

Here, the court found that 14 of the
conditions imposed by the borough were
unreasonable because they lacked any
evidence in the record or standard in the
zoning ordinance justifying their need. In
effect, the conditions appeared to have
been “drawn from thin air,” which is
arbitrary and capricious.The court found
that the borough had erred in limiting the
operating hours of the plant, restricting the
number of deliveries and requiring that the
plant “wet down”materials on dry days
because the record was devoid of any
evidence to show that without such
measures the proposed use would cause
harm that violated the zoning ordinance.
Moreover, the court found that the hours
imposed by the borough would make the
property owner uncompetitive in the
industry and that the restrictions limiting
truck operations had not been imposed on
any other trucks, making it discriminatory.

The court also addressed the improper
conditioning of review fees and off-site
road improvements.The court found that
with respect to hearings before the zoning
hearing board, Section 617.3(e) of the
MPC specifically prohibits a municipality
from passing on “expenses for engineering,
architectural or other technical consultants
or expert witness costs.” 53 P.S. §
10617.3(e).

The court rejected the borough’s attempt
to recover engineering fees by invoking
Section 503 of the MPC, 53 P.S. § 10503,
which authorizes the recovery of
professional consulting fees incurred in the
planning and subdivision proceeding.The
court found that Section 503 was not
applicable because the borough’s SALDO
did not authorize recovery of engineering
fees and, more importantly, the fees here
resulted from a zoning hearing and were
therefore governed by Section 617.3(e) of
the MPC.

In addition, pursuant to Section 603 of the
MPC, a municipality is prohibited from
conditioning approval on off-site road
improvements. 53 P.S. § 10603. Here, the
borough attempted to condition approval
on improvements to the entire road.

In sum, the court held that 14 of the
conditions imposed by the borough were
unreasonable in that they lacked evidence
of record explaining their need.Without
such evidence, it was impossible to
determine whether the municipality had
acted reasonably in its imposition of the
conditions.Additionally, some of the
conditions were found to be inconsistent
with the MPC or lacking any basis in the
zoning ordinance.Accordingly, the court
found that the borough abused its
discretion in imposing the 14 conditions
and affirmed the trial court’s decision.

For more information, please contact
Clair E.Wischusen at 215.918.3559 or
cwischusen@foxrothschild.com.

http://www.foxrothschild.com/attorneys/bioDisplay.aspx?id=12000
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The Pennsylvania Supreme Court will
soon decide the case of Malt Beverages
Distributors Association v. Pennsylvania Liquor
Control Board.There, the court will decide
ifWegmans and similar supermarkets
around the state can sell beer simply
because they have a restaurant area within
the market itself.

The court heard legal arguments on the
matter recently, and its decision could have
a deleterious effect on the many beer
distributors around the state.The
Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board
(PLCB) allows take-out beer to be sold by
establishments holding a retail restaurant
liquor license.Wegmans and other
supermarket chains have been buying
restaurant licenses and have begun using
them in the restaurant areas of the
supermarket to market beer sales.A person
can buy up to two six-packs of beer from a
retail restaurant license holder.The Beer
Distributors Association undoubtedly

believes that such sales will begin to have
an impact on distributor sales because of
the convenience in purchasing beer while
food shopping, even if in lower quantities
than that sold at the distributor (where case
quantities must be sold).

While the justices had many questions for
legal counsel arguing the case, it appears
that the court is leaning toward allowing
the supermarket beer sales.The issue may
come down to a technical determination of
whether the supermarket can sell beer at a
restaurant that has an interior connection
with a related business that is prohibited by
the Liquor code, but the PLCB has allowed
such licenses in the past on a case-by-case
basis.The court must decide if the PLCB
abused its discretion in allowing this
particular license.

While I personally do not like the fact that
Pennsylvania’s beer distributors and their
employees could be taking a financial hit
by such a decision, I can see the legal merit

in the argument that under the Liquor
Code, a restaurant is permitted to sell beer
for take-out.That being the law, any
supermarket holding such license should
be able to do so. It seems our legislature
should be looking at this issue carefully to
decide what it should do to protect the
distributor industry or open beer sales in all
quantities to the supermarket chains as
well.Allowing the distributors to sell in
lower quantities (12 packs) would be a
help, but I am not sure it can stem the tide
of the huge supermarkets intent on stealing
these sales away from the mom-and-pop
distributors that have maintained this
business for many years.

For more information, please contact
Herbert K. Sudfeld, Jr. at 215.918.3570 or
hsudfeld@foxrothschild.com.Mr. Sudfeld
regularly represents restaurant owners and
beer distributors in sales and acquisitions of
liquor licenses around the state, including
liquor code enforcement proceedings.

Delay of Lead-Based Paint Rules Unlikely
By Robert W. Gundlach, Jr.

The National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB) and many others—including
associations and individuals—have requested
an extension of the April 22 implementation
date for the Lead Paint Rule.Under the rule,
contractors performing renovation, repair
and painting projects that disturb lead-based
paint in homes, child care facilities and
schools built before 1978 must be certified
and must follow specific work practices to
prevent lead contamination.

The EPA is saying that they announced this
ruling two years ago and that they have been
“working closely”with contractors to ensure
they would be ready byApril 22.

NAHB notes that the EPA did not begin a
publicity campaign towards contractors until
March 2010—barely six weeks prior to the
certification deadline.The EPA, on the other
hand, blames the contractors who have been
ignoring their notices and have not been
diligent enough.

From the EPA’s perspective, the ruling was
announced in plenty of time, and contractors
have not been diligent enough or did not
care enough to follow through.Again, from
the EPA’s perspective, this has nothing to do
with the fact that the EPA itself has been
slow to accredit people to teach the classes.

As of March 2010, the EPA has approved
only 135 training providers—and only
14,000 renovators nationally have been
certified in lead-safe work practices. By the
EPA’s own estimate, there are more than
200,000 contractors that must be trained and
certified to meet the April 22, 2010,
deadline.

However, it appears that the EPA has no
intention of providing relief from theApril
22 certification deadline.

For more information, please contact
RobertW.Gundlach, Jr. at 215.918.3636 or
rgundlach@foxrothschild.com.

Get Your Cold Beer Right Here at Your Local Market
By Herbert K. Sudfeld, Jr.

http://www.foxrothschild.com/attorneys/bioDisplay.aspx?id=2850
http://www.epa.gov/lead/index.html
http://www.nahb.com/
http://www.foxrothschild.com/attorneys/bioDisplay.aspx?id=4068

